PSW Program Admission Requirements

1. Grade 12 (OSSD)

OR

Equivalent (foreign credentials must be translated into English and compared for Grade 12 equivalency by a recognized organization).

OR

Mature student with a score of 11 or more on the Wonderlic SLE (or other MTCU approved test – NOTE: CAT and CAST can no longer be used).

2. Technical Literacy Exam (passing score of 18).

3. Medical Certificate (Immunization Form)
   - Student must be fit to complete ALL components of the program and have up-to-date immunization status. Immunization for Hepatitis B for non-immune students is recommended.

4. Signed Disclaimer for Students in Program Leading to Work with Vulnerable Sectors.

5. Canada wide Police Clearance of Criminal Record including Vulnerable Sector, within 30 business days of starting school – NOTE: If long-term care facility placement does not begin until after 6 months following provision of the original Clearance, the student must have the Clearance completed again to satisfy placement requirements.